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What is a pressure injury?
According to the NPUAP: “A pressure injury is localized damage
to the skin and/or underlying soft tissue usually over a bony
prominence or related to a medical or other device. The injury
occurs as a result of intense and/or prolonged pressure
or pressure in combination with shear. The tolerance of
soft tissue for pressure and shear may also be affected by
microclimate, nutrition, perfusion, comorbidities and condition
of the soft tissue.” (19)
In April of 2016, the National Pressure Ulcer Advisory Panel,
or NPUAP, changed what we once knew as decubitus ulcer or
pressure ulcer to pressure injury to have uniform terminology
throughout the wound care world.

What are the new definitions for the
pressure injury staging?
Stages of Pressure Injuries:

Stage

Stage

Intact skin with a localized area
of non-blanchable superficial
reddening of the skin. Presence of
blanchable redness or changes in
sensation, temperature, or firmness
may precede visual changes.

Partial-thickness skin loss or blister.
The wound bed is viable, pink or
red, moist. These injuries commonly
result from adverse microclimate
and shear in the skin over the pelvis
and shear in the heel.
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Stage

Stage

Full thickness skin loss, in which
adipose (fat) is visible in the
ulcer and granulation tissue and
rolled wound edges are often
present. Slough and/or eschar
may be visible. Undermining and
tunneling may occur.

Full-thickness skin and tissue loss
with exposed or directly palpable
fascia, muscle, tendon, ligament,
cartilage or bone in the ulcer. Slough
and/or eschar may be visible.
Rolled edges, undermining and/or
tunneling often occur.

Unstageable

Deep Tissue
Pressure Injury (DTI)

Full-thickness skin and tissue
loss in which the extent of tissue
damage within the ulcer cannot
be confirmed because it is
obscured by slough or eschar. If
removed, a Stage 3 or 4 pressure
injury will be revealed.

4

Intact or non-intact skin with
localized area of persistent nonblanchable deep red, maroon,
purple discoloration or epidermal
separation revealing a dark wound
bed or blood filled blister. This
injury results from intense and/
or prolonged pressure and shear
forces at the bone-muscle interface.
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Beyond the Bed
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What is the purpose of this Wound
Care Guide?
Our goal is to create a RESOURCE that fosters:
• a more wholistic approach to the management of pressure
injuries by simultaneously treating supine and seated
postures
• a better understanding of the critical role appropriate
wheelchair configurations and equipment choices play in the
prevention and treatment of pressure injuries

What are the common areas of pressure
injury development in supine?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heel
Toe
Sacrum
Coccyx
Ischial Tuberosity
Occiput
Scapula
Spinous Process of
Vertebrae
• Elbow

6
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What are we missing in the treatment of a
pressure injury?
As health care providers—especially physicians, nurses,
and specialized therapists in wound care—we understand
bedside treatment well. We search for the most appropriate
support surfaces and stay up-to-date with the most innovative
techniques to promote healing and prevention of new pressure
injuries.
However, too often we forget a critical piece of the puzzle in the
fight against pressure injuries: prevention and treatment at the
wheelchair level!

Staging and
Classification
Turning
Schedules

Pressure relief
or pressure
redistribution
techniques

Specific words
and concepts jump
into our minds when
we consider beside
causes, prevention, and
treatments of a
pressure injury.

Sliding down in
bed increasing
shear risk

Proper bed
alignment and
posture to prevent
unwanted
movement and
pressure

Pressure
Reducing
Support Surface
(Mattresses)

Measuring
Dressings

The above words and concepts jump to mind when discussing
pressure injuries and they are just as critical to understand from
the seated posture as they are in supine.
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Are the common areas of pressure injury
different in supine vs the seated posture?
Most patients that develop a pressure injury spend the majority
of their time in bed or in a wheelchair, placing the skin and
tissue under the bony prominences at risk. These “at risk” areas
are almost identical bedside and in the wheelchair making it
imperative to simultaneously prevent and treat pressure injuries
from the supine and seated postures.

Supine

Occiput

Scapula

Spinous
Process

Elbow

Sacrum

Coccyx

Ischial
Tuberosity

Heels

Toes

Semi-Recumbent

Occiput
Scapula
Spinous
Process
Elbow

Sacrum

8

Coccyx

Ischial
Tuberosity
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Seated
Occiput

Scapula
Spinous
Process
Elbow
Greater
Trochanter
Sacrum

Coccyx
Ischial
Tuberosity
Heels

Why are these common areas at such high
risk to develop a pressure injury?
In the wound care world, we are in a constant battle against the
extrinsic factors* of pressure injury development.

Pressure

Shear

Microclimate

The extrinsic factors and the threat they pose to the patient in
relation to the bed is well understood, BUT...

Do we consider these factors in relation to
the wheelchair?

WE SHOULD!
*For more information on the extrinsic factors of
pressure injury development, please see pages 28-39
www.comfortcompany.com
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Why do the extrinsic factors pose such a
threat to a patient in the seated posture?
While seated, our weight goes directly through the pelvis
and spine, leaving the bony prominences very susceptible to
pressure, shear, and microclimate. This is the nature of a seated
posture. With the constant compression of the skin and tissues:
•

a pressure injury can develop in four to six hours after
sustained loading and at times in as little as an hour

•

and by allowing our patients to sit all day with low-quality
cushions and back supports, we run the risk of “un-doing”
the advancements we made with bedside treatments

Everything you have worked so hard to accomplish
with cutting-edge bedside treatment can be undone in
a matter of hours without the appropriate equipment
choices at the wheelchair level.

What should our goal be when treating a
pressure injury?
Treatment at both surfaces need simultaneous attention to
minimize the risk of development or assist in the healing of an
existing pressure injury. Provide the best equipment possible for
all support surfaces!

10
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The Most Important Part of Being
Successful in Providing Equipment:

UNDERSTAND THE TEAM!!

Client/Caregiver

Physician

Nurse

Therapist
(PT/OT)

ATP/Distributor/Dealer

Manufacturer

Develop a good relationship with an ATP/Distributor/
Dealer to collaborate and find the most suitable
wheelchair equipment to meet your patient’s needs.

www.comfortcompany.com
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What is my role in the equipment
ordering process?
No matter if you are the doctor, nurse, therapist or ATP, you
play a critical role in the recognition, treatment, and prevention
of a pressure injury. Take a look at the following ﬂow chart
to understand your role and how it fits in the big picture of
providing every patient with the appropriate equipment.

Nurse/Physical Therapist (PT)/
Occupational Therapist (OT)
Identifies the presence of a pressure
injury and contacts the physician

Physician
Physician’s Assistant (PA)
Nurse Practitioner (NP)

Inpatient/SNF
Evaluates patient in the facility
and writes a referral for a PT/OT
seating evaluation

Nutrition
Consult

Outpatient/Home Health
Completes face-to-face appointment:
Justifies to insurance the need for a
PT/OT seating evaluation

Wound Care Specialist
Provides inpatient or
outpatient bedside
treatment of pressure
injury

PT/OT Evaluation
Evaluates patient to determine
postural issues, physical,
physiological and/or functional
limitations contributing to the
development of a pressure
injury in order to recommend
the appropriate wheelchair
system

ATP/Distributor/Dealer
Contacted to discuss
equipment options

Inpatient/SNF
PT/OT trials equipment from
storage and/or gets samples
from the manufacturer

ATP/Dealer/Manufacturer Rep
Meets with PT/OT and patient
in-person to trial, pressure map,
and select equipment

Inpatient/SNF
Permission required from facility
administrator or rehab director
to purchase equipment

Physical Therapist/
Occupational Therapist
Completes Letter of
Medical Necessity

Physician/PA/NP
Letter of Medical Necessity sent for
signature/approval

PT/OT/ATP/Dealer
Once approved, fitting
completed in current
environment
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What are the expectations of a Health
Care Provider after reading this guide?
Be able to:

14

•

identify the role wheelchair support surfaces play in the
prevention and healing of a pressure injury

•

ensure simultaneous consideration of BOTH supine and
seated postures in the prevention and treatment of pressure
injuries by addressing pressure, shear, and microclimate

•

define each team member’s role in prescribing and obtaining
the appropriate wheelchair models, skin protection cushions,
back supports, and accessories to minimize the risk of and
assist in the healing of existing pressure injuries

www.comfortcompany.com
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Skin Changes that
Increase Susceptibility
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Why is a wheelchair user’s skin more
susceptible to a pressure injury?
Most wheelchair users are dealing with factors that compromise
skin integrity due to:
•
•
•

multiple co-morbidities
disease processes known to directly affect skin integrity such
as IDDM, vascular insuﬃciencies, etc
the natural progression of aging

What layers of skin become compromised
with disease and/or aging?
Since changes occur at each layer of the skin through disease
processes and/or natural aging, ALL the layers are compromised
and make a patient more susceptible to a pressure injury.

Epidermis
Dermis
Hypodermis

(Deeper Subcutaneous Layer)

It is our job to understand these skin changes in order to combat
pressure injuries through our wheelchair configurations and
equipment choices by:
•
•
•
16

maximizing pelvic, trunk, head, and neck stability
achieving even pressure redistribution
maintaining optimal alignment
www.comfortcompany.com
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What are some of the skin changes that
increase susceptibility to a pressure injury?

•
•

Decreased overall skin thickness

•
•

Decreased vasularization

•
•

Loss in Langerhans cells

•

Loss in effectiveness of the
nerve endings

•

Redistribution of fat cells and
loss of connective tissue of the
Hypodermis

Decreased number of sebaceous
glands and sweat glands
Reduction and disorganization
of collagen and elastin fibers
Flattening of the dermalepidermal junction

www.comfortcompany.com
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Let’s compare young/healthy skin
to aged/diseased skin and see why
our patient population is at higher
risk for pressure injury.
Why does thinner skin increase the risk of
developing a pressure injury?
Young and/or
Healthy Skin

Aged and/or
Diseased Skin

6.4% per
decade

Overall skin thickness decreases by 6.4% per decade, increasing:
•

the risk of skin tears with minimal pressure, trauma, and shear
forces

•

the susceptibility of the deeper layers of skin to the extrinsic
factors as the epidermal layer is broken open more easily

•

the amount of time needed to heal a pressure injury
Layers of Skin Changed: Epidermis, Dermis, Hypodermis

18
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How does having a reduction in sebaceous
glands and sweat glands increase the risk
of developing a pressure injury?

Sebaceous Gland

Sweat Gland

Fewer Sebaceous Glands
Less sebum (oil) production removes the oily coating from the
superficial layer of skin, therefore:
•

breaking down the waterproof barrier that prevents excess
moisture from entering the skin

•

reducing the natural lubrication that coats and protects the
skin from drying out and becoming brittle, making it easier to
break the skin open with pressure, trauma, and shear forces

•

allowing excess moisture to macerate the skin, increasing
accessibility of the deeper layers to pressure and shear forces

Fewer Sweat Glands
•

Prevents perspiration with the exposure to excessive heat

•

Prevents the evaporation of sweat and the ability to cool the
skin’s temperature at the skin-seat interface
Change Happening at: Dermis
Layers of Skin Affected: ALL
www.comfortcompany.com
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How does decreased vascularization
affect skin integrity?

Thick, Healthy
Blood Vessels

Thin, Weak
Blood Vessels

Weaker blood vessels and compromised blood ﬂow make skin
more susceptible to a pressure injury by increasing:
•

risk of ischemia and tissue death due to constant pressure
under a bony prominence

•

risk of tearing of the blood vessels, causing permanent cell
deformation and death caused by shear forces
Change Happening at: Dermis
Layers of Skin Affected: ALL

Decreased blood flow, O2 , and nutrients also
slow the healing time of a pressure injury.

20
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Why is it detrimental to our skin when
collagen and elastin fibers become
disorganized and reduced in number?

Well Organized,
Interwoven Fibers

Disorganized
& Reduced Fibers

Loss of collagen and elastin fibers:
•

decrease skin’s tensile strength and elasticity, making the skin
unable to “snap back” to its original position after a load has
been removed

•

allow for permanent cell deformation and death of soft
tissues when shear forces are applied
Change Happening at: Dermis
Layers of Skin Affected: ALL

As we age, our collagen and elastin fibers become
disorganized and the skin loses the elasticity it once
had. Elasticity is essential for the skin to maintain its
original shape after pressure is removed.

www.comfortcompany.com
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What is the function of Langerhans cells?
Langerhans cells act as the body’s warning against infection or
high-pressure. The epidermal layer will redden and/or get warm
as a warning sign to the patient or caregiver to make a change!

Why does a loss in Langerhans cells
increase our susceptibility to pressure
and shear?
Loss of Langerhans cells from disease or age:
•

slows the natural immune response of skin reddening and/or
temperature change that acts as the initial warning signs of
injury to the skin with pressure and/or trauma

•

increases susceptibility to prolonged pressure without an
obvious warning sign to take precaution

Healthy Langerhans Cells

Diseased Langerhans Cells

Change Happening at: Epidermis
Layers of Skin Affected: ALL

22
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What role does the dermal-epidermal
junction play in maintaining healthy skin?
The dermal-epidermal junction is the communication channel
between the dermis and the epidermis, allowing nutrients, O2 ,
and blood to feed the epidermis and maintain skin integrity.
Epidermis
Epidermal Junction
Dermis

Rete Ridges

How does the flattening of the dermalepidermal junction affect skin integrity?
With age, the dermal-epidermal junction flattens by 35%,
decreasing blood ﬂow, O2 , and nutrient exchange between the
dermis and epidermis.
•

Results in the thinning of both layers of the skin.

•

Prevents the natural keratinization needed for maintenance
and healing of the skin after injury

Thinner epidermal and dermal layers:
• causes a reduction in the barrier between the bony landmark
and the pressure source
•

increases the susceptibility of the epidermis to break open
at the body prominences with pressure or trauma with shear
forces
Change Happening at: Epidermis, Dermis
Layers of Skin Affected: ALL
The dermal-epidermal junction is joined by wavy, finger-like
projections called Rete Ridges. Rete Ridges increase the surface
area to allow the flow of much needed nutrients, O2, and blood
between the epidermis and dermis to maintain healthy skin.

www.comfortcompany.com
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Is sensation affected by disease and age?
Age causes nerve endings to lose their effectiveness to perceive
and react to stimuli, decreasing the ability to perceive input from
pressure, heat, and cold.

Change Happening at: Dermis, Hypodermis
Layers of Skin Affected: ALL

Did you know that loss in effectiveness of nerve endings
decreases the ability to perceive pain from pressure build-up
under bony prominences? This results in decreased reaction
time in performing pressure relieving techniques, which can
result in a pressure injury.

24
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What happens to the hypodermis with
age and disease that places the deeper
tissues, muscles, and bone at risk of a
pressure injury?
There is a reduction in the thickness of the hypodermis
(fatty layer) due to:
•

the redistribution of fat cells

•

the loss of connective tissue

Redistribution of fat cells to areas of greater surface areas such
as the stomach and thighs reduces the insulation and protective
“cushion” the hypodermis normally would provide. A loss in
connective tissue causes skin to be less firm. The skin then:
•

loses its strength and shape, becoming more susceptible to
prolonged pressure at the bony prominences

•

loses fibrous bands that connect the skin to deeper tissues,
making the deep tissue more susceptible to shear forces with
movement in the wheelchair system

•

has diminished thermoregulation and absorbs more heat than
it dissipates, making tissue more susceptible to the effects of
pressure, shear, and microclimate
Change Happening at: Hypodermis
Layers of Skin Affected: ALL
We never lose the number of fat cells we have. With age, fat cells
are redistributed to areas of greater surface areas such as the
stomach and thighs, leaving the areas under bony prominences
more susceptible to the extrinsic factors of a pressure injury.

www.comfortcompany.com
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Now that we understand that our patients
experiences skin changes that put them at risk
for a pressure injury, what is it that they are now
more susceptible to?
The Extrinsic Factors of a Pressure Injury

Wound Care Guide

Extrinsic Factors

www.comfortcompany.com
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Why are patients susceptible to pressure
injuries in a seated posture?
The effects of intrinsic and extrinsic factors of a pressure injury.

What are Intrinsic Factors?
Factors stemming from within the body that make an individual
more susceptible to a pressure injury, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limited mobility
Impaired sensation
Age-related skin changes
Postural deformities
Poor nutrition and
dehydration
Urinary and fecal
incontinence

•
•
•
•
•
•

Obesity
Being underweight
Limited alertness
Muscle spasms
Smoking
Medical conditions
affecting blood flow

What are Extrinsic Factors?
Factors that stem from the outside environment and/or seating
surface. Pressure, shear, and microclimate are the extrinsic
factors of a pressure injury.

Pressure

Shear

Microclimate

The therapist can prevent the harmful effects
of extrinsic factors through proper wheelchair
positioning and equipment choices.

28
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Let’s take a deeper look at the
extrinsic factors and threat they
pose to our patients while seated!
What is pressure?
A continuous force applied on or against an object by something
that it is in contact with. In seating, equipment such as the seat
and/or back support surface are in constant contact with the
body creating peak pressures.

What are peak pressures?
Constant pressure directly
under or against the bony
prominences that cause
a pressure injury without
proper pressure redistribution
through appropriate cushion
and back support choices.

Peak pressures are commonly found at the ITs, sacrum,
coccyx, and on the spinous process, injuring the skin and
underlying tissue, muscle, and in extreme cases bone.

www.comfortcompany.com
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Where does pressure enter the body in a
seated posture?
Pressure from a seated posture comes from:

30

•

downward pressure from gravity

•

upward pressure from the seat surface

•

horizontal pressure along the spine from the back support
where it is in contact with the trunk

www.comfortcompany.com
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What happens to the skin, tissue, and bone
when constant pressure is applied without
the appropriate pressure redistribution in
the cushion and back support?

Bone
Deep Tissue/Muscle
Hypodermis
Dermis
Epidermis

Sustained loading against the back support and/or seat surface
causes constant compression of the skin and tissue under a bony
prominence leading to a pressure injury. The degree of injury
depends on the layers of skin impacted.
Stage
Initially, it affects only the superficial epidermal layer,
causing a reddening of the skin. Skin is still intact.
Stage

Eventually, the pressure moves into the dermis, breaking
the skin open and causing an open wound. Blisters may
appear.

Stage
Continued pressure damages deeper into the hypodermis,
now affecting all three layers of skin.
Stage
Injury depth reaches the tissue under the skin, potentially
as low as the muscle and bone.

www.comfortcompany.com
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What is shear?
Shear is defined as a combination of
downward pressure AND friction and
occurs while a patient is in movement
in the wheelchair system.

When does shear
commonly occur in the
wheelchair system?
•

While the patient is sliding into an abnormal posture due to
an ill-fitting wheelchair system.

•

When there is unwanted movement in a wheelchair due to a
lack of pelvic and/or trunk stability.

•

With agitated patients constantly shifting, repositioning, and
reaching while in the wheelchair system.

•

During transfers in and out of the wheelchair.

•

When repositioning a patient multiple times in the wheelchair
system by dragging their pelvis into a “better” position

Why do we refer to
shear as the “Silent”
extrinsic factor?
Generally, as healthcare providers,
we are more familiar with a pressure
injury caused by pressure, starting
superficially at the epidermis and
then moving deeper through the
layers of skin as it progresses.
We begin treatment when we notice
the telltale visual signs of:
•
•
32

reddening of the skin
temperature change

www.comfortcompany.com
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However a pressure injury caused
by shear is “silent” because it:
•

begins in the deeper layers
of the skin at the bone-tissue
interface

•

forms from the inside and
expands outward to the
surface of the skin

•

goes undetected longer since
the pressure injury gives no
telltale visual signs to begin
intervention early

Bone-Tissue Interface

By the time a pressure injury caused from shear forces is visible,
it usually is already at a very advanced stage.

What else makes shear more dangerous
than pressure alone?
Cell deformation caused by shear is irreversible and happens
more quickly than tissue ischemia caused by pressure alone.
The constant downward pressure in combination with friction
leads to permanent cell deformation and death by:
• cutting off the oxygen supply to skin and tissue
•

tearing and damaging the capillary walls

•

allowing ﬂuid to leak into surrounding tissue.
No Load

Downward Pressure

Downward Pressure & Friction

Tissues compressed

Tissues compressed and
distorted from opposing forces

www.comfortcompany.com
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How is the mechanism of pressure
different from the mechanism of shear?
Tissue death can occur with both pressure and shear,
but the mechanism is quite different.

The Mechanics of Pressure
Patient sits in a static posture
for prolonged periods of time.

Peak pressures develop at the
bony prominences caused by
the downward pressure from
gravity plus the upward pressure
from the seated surface.

Pressure Loading

The skin/soft tissue between
the bony prominences and the
seat surface is constantly being
compressed.

The lack of blood ﬂow, O2,
and nutrient delivery results in
ischemia.

Result is tissue death.

Sustained Loading
Compressed Layers of Tissue
34
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Gravity causes
downward pressure from
prolonged sitting.

The patient moves/slides in the
chair, causing friction.

The Mechanics of Shear

The skin/tissue at the seat
surface DOESN’T move
while the underlying
bone structure DOES.

The skin/tissue is strained by the
combined pressure and friction.
Pressure Loading
Permanent cell deformation
and distortion occurs at the
deeper layers of tissue.

Blood vessel damage decreases
oxygen delivery.

Ischemia.

Result is tissue death.

Downward Pressure + Friction
Caused by Movement

www.comfortcompany.com
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What is microclimate?
The climate of a very small or restricted area that differs from the
climate of the surrounding area. It usually occurs under the bony
prominence where pressure is at its peak, creating excessive
heat and/or moisture build-up at the seat and/or back support
surface.

How is microclimate created?
Increased body temperature at the skin surface, increased tissue
temperature, and/or increased moisture at the skin surface due to:
• sweat
•

urinary or fecal incontinence

•

drainage from wounds

•

sitting on a non-breathable seat surface preventing ventilation

What skin changes make a patient more
susceptible to microclimate?
A decreased number of sweat glands.
Fewer sweat glands:
• prevent perspiration with the
exposure to excessive heat
•

36

prevent the evaporation of sweat
and the ability to cool the skin’s
temperature at the skin-seat
interface
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A reduction in sebaceous glands.
Less sebum (oil) production removes the
oily coating from the superficial layer of
skin:
• breaking down the waterproof
barrier that prevents excess moisture
from entering the skin
•

reducing the natural lubrication that
coats and protects the skin from
drying out and becoming brittle,
making it easier to break the skin
open with pressure, trauma, and
shear forces

•

allowing excess moisture to macerate
the skin, increasing accessibility of
the deeper layers to pressure and
shear forces

www.comfortcompany.com
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How does microclimate increase the
effects of pressure and shear?
Raised skin temperature and excessive moisture weaken the
outermost layer of skin, making the deeper layers, tissue, muscle,
and bone more susceptible to pressure and shear forces.
Elevated body temperature:
• increases metabolic rate, in turn
increasing the demand of O2 to
be delivered to the tissues
•

however, pressure and shear cut
off O2 supply

•

so, as demand increases but
supply decreases, ischemia
occurs more quickly than when
the body temperature is normal

Excessive moisture:
• increases the skin’s coeﬃcient
of friction, making the skin and
deeper tissues “stick” more easily
to the seat surface when shear
forces are applied

38

•

weakens the collagen fiber
connections between the dermis
and the epidermis and increases
the risk of maceration

•

increases risk of maceration of the
superficial layers of skin, which
exposes the blood vessels in the
deeper layers. This makes the
blood vessels more susceptible to
tearing and damage from shear
and pressure

www.comfortcompany.com
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Preventing the Band-Aid
Effect: A Simple Equation
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Why are patients susceptible to pressure
injuries in a seated posture?
While seated our patients are more susceptible to the extrinsic
factors of a pressure injury due to:
•

40-90% more stress going directly through the spine than
when standing

•

75% of weight going through the pelvis

This makes it imperative that we position our patients with the
appropriate seating system to prevent them from sliding into
one of the five abnormal postures that, when coupled with skin
changes and exposure to the extrinsic factors, place them at
even greater risk for a pressure injury.
Here is a quick glance at the five abnormal postures that increase
the risk of a pressure injury when our patients are positioned in an
inappropriate wheelchair system

Posterior Pelvic Tilt

Posterior Pelvic Tilt
with Kyphosis

Pelvic Obliquity
with Scoliosis

Windswept
Deformity

40

AnteriorPelvic
Pelvic TiltTilt
Anterior
with Lordosis

Pelvic Rotation with
Spinal Rotation
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True or False? A cushion alone will
prevent a patient from sitting in or
developing an abnormal posture.

False!
True or False? Any wheelchair model will
work for a patient as long as they have a
skin protection cushion.

False!
True or False? Specialized back supports
are only for treating pressure injuries
along the spine.

False!
It is the interaction between the appropriate wheelchair model,
back support, and cushion that creates the optimal seating
system to prevent a pressure injury!
When we start putting the pieces together, it starts to add up to
a “Simple Equation”...

It is essential to get the right fit and quality of all 3 (wheelchair,
cushion and back support) to create an optimal seating SYSTEM
for prevention and treatment of pressure injuries.
And remember... all equipment is NOT created equal!!!

www.comfortcompany.com
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What is the simple equation?

appropriate
style cushion

appropriate
back support

correct model
wheelchair

optimal seating
system
Together they allow for maximum contact with the seat and back
surface to:
•

optimally stabilize the trunk and pelvis to prevent unwanted
movement

•

allow for even pressure redistribution off of the bony
prominences which are at greater risk for a pressure injury

•

attain and maintain optimal postural alignment for hours
in the seating system to prevent sliding into an abnormal
posture that can increase the risk for a pressure injury
This simple equation should act as an easy reminder that
prescribing a cushion alone is just a band-aid and NOT
the solution.
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Pressure
Redistribution
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What should our goal be when fitting
someone with a wheelchair system?
To provide as much contact with the back support and seat
surface, allowing pressure redistribution over the greatest
surface area rather than only through small surface areas like
tiny daggers of destruction!

How do we achieve this?
With PRESSURE REDISTRIBUTION by:
•

opening or closing Seat-to-Back Angle (STBA)

•

utilizing back supports that conform to, envelop, and
immerse the spine

•

utilizing cushions that offload, immerse, or combine both
principles
Pressure can never truly be eliminated; it can be redistributed
to greater surface area to produce less pressure.

High and Low Pressure

When a force is applied
on a smaller surface
area, it produces high
peak pressures under
the bony prominences.

44

When the same force
is applied over a larger
surface area, a lower
pressure is produced.
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The importance of Seat-To-Back Angle
(STBA) in pressure redistribution.
What is STBA and how does it affect
pressure redistribution?
STBA is too often misunderstood to be tilt. IT IS NOT tilt but
rather the relative angle between the seat and the back support
that can be opened or closed to accommodate for ROM
limitations. This allows for more surface area contact between
the patient and the support surfaces (back support and
cushion) for pressure redistribution.
Look at the difference opening STBA can make in the amount
of contact made with the support surfaces for a patient with the
same ROM limitation.
Support Surface
Surface Contact

Fixed 90°
Small Surface Area
Support Surface
High Peak
Pressures

Opened STBA
Greater Surface Area
Lower Pressure

Surface Contact

Lack of Surface
Contact
How do we adjust
STBA?

•
•

Use a wheelchair model that has built-in STBA adjustability
through the back canes.
and/or
Use a specialized back support that can change STBA
through the hardware.
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What do we gain by adjusting STBA?
Utilizing chairs with fixed 90° angles increases the risk of sliding
into postural abnormalities if the patient cannot tolerate sitting
upright at 90° at the hips.

90˚
90˚

90˚

Therefore, opening or closing STBA according to the patient’s
ROM will allow for:
•

maximum contact with the back and seat surface

•

pressure redistribution off of the bony prominences

•

the pelvis to reside in the intended area of the cushion

•

stabilization at the pelvis and spine

Why should we worry about providing a
more supportive, adjustable back support
that will conform to the patient’s spine?
Patients at risk for pressure injuries often present with an
abnormal curvature of the spine that is now their “normal.”
If we allow patients to sit on sling backs or straight back chairs,
that cannot mimic their now “normal” shape, pressure will enter
only at the apex of the curvature like daggers.

46
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Specialized back supports allow for immersion and envelopment
of abnormal curvatures, which will protect the spine from peak
pressures.

Utilize back supports that conform,
envelop, and immerse the spine.
What are the common Abnormal Spinal
Postures?

Kyphosis

Lumbar Lordosis

Scoliosis

Spinal Rotation

www.comfortcompany.com
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How does utilizing a back support with
immersion and/or envelopment properties
help prevent a pressure injury?
•

Allows for optimal contact with seat and back support surface.

•

Provides even pressure redistribution along the spine.

•

Reduces shear forces by maximizing stability of the spine and
in turn the pelvis to prevent unwanted movement in the chair.

Take it one step further...
Look at the difference you can make in the amount of contact
made with the support surfaces, even after opening the STBA,
when using a back support that can envelop the spine.

Support Surface
Surface Contact

Open STBA
Greater Surface Area
Support
Surface
Lower
Pressure

Open STBA+ Contour
Even Pressure Along
the Entire Back

Surface Contact
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What should the therapist/ATP aim for?
Consider the individual’s range of motion (ROM), muscle
integrity, and joint integrity. Take a measurement of the tolerable
hip ROM that would dictate the STBA and adjust the chair
accordingly.
•

Open or close the seat-to-back angle to accommodate for
your patient’s degree of hip ROM and reducing the likelihood
of them sliding into an abnormal posture.

•

Change seat-to-back angle to allow for more contact with the
back support and seat surface and reduce peak pressures.

•

Use a back support that conforms to the patient’s curvature
for maximum pressure redistribution along the ENTIRE spine.

Fixed 90°
Peak Pressure at
the Apex
Not Ideal

Open STBA
More Surface Contact
Match Patient ROM
Better

Open STBA + Contour
Optimal Pressure
Redistribution
Best
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Let’s recap the benefits of using an adjustable back support to
optimize posture and prevent a pressure injury.
•

Immerse and envelop the spine for optimal contact.

•

Capture the curvature whether normal or abnormal for
optimal upright, midline posture.

•

Allow for even pressure redistribution to alleviate peak
pressures along the spinous processes.

•

Allow for the addition of lateral trunk and head supports to
decrease the likelihood of abnormal postures that increase
risk of a pressure injury.

•

Replace an overstretched, hammocking sling back that has
lost its shape and can no longer stabilize the trunk as needed.

The appropriate back supports an
essential part of the optimal seating
system when managing pressure injuries!
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What are the methods of pressure
redistribution in a cushion’s construction?

and/or

Neither method is necessarily better than the other; a therapist
must understand what the benefits and considerations are of
both methods and choose the best option for each particular
patient.

Utilize cushions that offload, immerse,
or combine both principles.
The goal with both methods of pressure redistribution
is to remove pressure off of a small surface area that
cannot withstand constant pressure or shear forces and
REDISTRIBUTE it across areas of greater surface area.
For example, redistributing pressure from the ITs to the
femur and as much of the gluteal surface as possible.
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Offloading
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What is offloading?
The principle of taking pressure off a small surface area and
loading it onto a greater surface area that can withstand more
pressure, preventing unwanted skin breakdown.

Before Loading

Without Offloading
Peak pressures
under the ITs

Without Offloading
Peak pressures
under the ITs

With Offloading
Loading the
trochanters

With Offloading
Loading the trochanters
and femur

How is the pressure loaded onto a greater
surface area?
Through the built-in contours of a cushion that help align and
stabilize the spine, pelvis, and LEs to allow the pressure and
shear forces to be transferred to a greater surface area.
www.comfortcompany.com
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What are the contours needed for
offloading pressure?
Deep Posterior Well

When combined with lateral
tapered adductors, offloads and
suspends the ITs, sacrum,
and coccyx and loads the
femurs.

Lateral Tapered Adductors
Align the LEs and prevent
abduction and external rotation
for maximum femoral loading.
Assist to load the trochanters.

Medial Abductor
Align the LEs and prevent
adduction and internal rotation
for maximum femoral loading.
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What does a posterior pelvic well do?
•
•
•
•

Delineates where the pelvis is supposed to be on the cushion
for stabilization and pressure redistribution.
Works in combination with lateral tapered adductors.
Loads the femurs.
Offloads and suspends the ITs, sacrum, and coccyx.

What do adductors do?
There are two styles of adductors, straight and tapered. They
both provide LE alignment. Tapered adductors also have an
offloading function for the pelvis.

Straight

Tapered

www.comfortcompany.com
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Straight Adductors
•
•
•

Can be rear, front, or entire length of cushion.
Act as a boundary to assist with LE alignment.
Prevent abduction of LEs.

What are the benefits of using straight
adductors?
•

Provides proprioceptive input to the lateral surface of the
legs to help with LE alignment.

Tapered Adductors
•
•
•
•

56

Wider in the rear to form a shelf where the trochanters sit.
Allows for loading of trochanters and femurs for pressure
redistribution.
Locks the head of the femur into the acetabulum, stabilizing
the pelvis.
Promotes offloading of the ITs, sacrum, and coccyx.
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What are the benefits of using tapered
adductors?
•
•
•

Optimal oﬄoading.
Pelvic stability for patients with trunk and pelvic weakness.
Prevents unwanted shifting in chair PLUS pressure
redistribution.

What does an abductor do?
•

Minimizes adduction of LEs and promotes LE alignment.

•

Helps create leg troughs when combined with adductors.

Always consider the anatomical shape of your patient and
whether they will “fit” in the contours.
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What are the benefits of using an
offloading style cushion?
•

Firmer surface creates a “safer”
end feel for patient.

•

Provides more stability to
someone lacking trunk or pelvic
strength in order to prevent
unwanted movement.

•

Partially or completely suspends
the ITs, sacrum, and coccyx.

•

Redistributes pressure to
areas that can withstand more
pressure. i.e. femurs and greater
trochanters.

What are the considerations of using an
offloading style cushion?
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•

Not good for patients with
trochanter wounds since
pressure is redistributed to
that area.

•

May not be suitable for
someone with hypersensitivity
due to the firm feel.

•

Through the nature of the
contours adding more stability
and “locking in” the pelvis,
it may be more difficult for
independent transfers.

•

Someone with significant
contractures may not “fit” the
pre-contoured shape.
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Immersion
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What is immersion?
The principle of conforming to the person’s curvature by “sinking
the body in.” We allow the cushion and/or back support to
take the body’s shape, alleviating the bony prominences from
unwanted peak pressure to maximize pressure redistribution.

Without Immersion
Peak pressures
under the ITs

With Immersion
Even pressure
redistribution over
entire gluteal surface

What are benefits of using an immersion
style cushion?
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•

Less firm surface, creating a “softer”
end feel for the patient, may be an
ideal solution for pain management.

•

Envelops or captures the exact
curvature of the pelvis to increase
pressure redistribution over the
largest area possible.

•

Reduces peak pressures at the bony
prominences (ITs, sacrum, coccyx).

•

Good for any stage or location of a
pressure injury.

•

Less contouring may make
independent transfers easier.
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What are the considerations of using an
immersion style cushion?
•

Due to less aggressive contouring, may not be suitable for
someone with trunk and pelvic weakness during prolonged
sitting.

•

May not be suitable for someone who desires proprioceptive
input from a firmer surface to maintain an upright, midline
posture.

•

Some immersion style cushions require daily maintenance to
ensure that the medium being used (air or gel) does not thin
out from under the bony prominences. If not maintained, the
cushion may “ﬂatten out,” placing the patient at higher risk
for a pressure injury.

Warning!
Maintenance
Required

www.comfortcompany.com
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Summary
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How can I minimize the risk of a pressure
injury in my practice setting?
•

Understand the critical role addressing the seated posture
plays in the wholistic approach to the prevention and
treatment of a pressure injury.

•

Recognize your role, no matter what discipline, in obtaining
the appropriate skin protection equipment for the wheelchair
system.

•

Educate yourself in the skin changes that make a wheelchair
user more susceptible to a pressure injury.

•

Understand the extrinsic factors of a pressure injury in
relation to the seated posture.

•

Acknowledge all the components in the simple equation that
will result in an optimal seating system.

•

Learn the methods of pressure redistribution, the benefits
and considerations of each method, and the importance they
play in the construction of a cushion and back support to
prevent and treat a pressure injury.

When we as healthcare providers understand these key
principles and attack pressure injuries from all support surfaces,
then and only then do we have a chance to win the battle against
pressure injuries!
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